BROAD 200 - PROJECTOR OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS/TROUBLESHOOTING

- Dark picture: the VGA interface in the floor has a knob for horizontal timing to center the image on the screen. The setting can vary from laptop to laptop. If it is too far out of range, the image is very dark or distorted.

- No picture: usually an input issue
  - The VGA cable should be plugged into the center front floor pocket.
  - The cable should not be plugged into the Monitor jack, which is an output.
  - The touch panel should have the computer input selected to Center.
  - The projector input should be set to Computer 1.

- The projector itself should be working, but you do need to use the remote control to turn it on and off; it does not respond to the touch panel control.

If the problem persists, contact Becca Rose

Academic Media Technologies x3840.